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Miserden,Whiteway,The Camp
Sudgrove & Wishanger                  Autumn 2017

News From Miserden School
It's been a great start to the Au-

tumn Term at Miserden School. A
couple of new and exciting changes,
one being our new leader Mrs Lucie
Mitchell - a few words from her; "I
have been a teacher for many years
and really enjoy working with children
and am so thrilled that I have been
given the exciting opportunity to lead
Miserden primary School on the next
steps of its journey. The school is in a
fantastic setting surrounded by the
countryside which is so well used by
the children. The children have been a
pleasure to work with polite and very
hardworking. We are pleased to welcome our new Reception children as well as new
children in Key Stage 2. All have settled in well "The children certainly seem to enjoy
having Mrs Mitchell to lead the school, and teach them too.

The other change is that the children now have another FANTASTIC huge outdoor
space right next to the school playground. It is a new sportsfield, but one that they can
also play and run around in during lunch time and playtimes. The field has been levelled
and re-seeded so that it will be ready
for the children in the Spring. Many
thanks to Nicholas Wills of Miserden
Estate, who has provided this extra
space for the   children. We really
appreciate the support from him and
his Estate. I have included some pho-
tos of the children from the Summer
Term, where again we were able to
use Miserden Estate's fabulous space
- the children built their own rafts in
the park, and then tested them in the
river...with some success...and a
whole heap of fun, thanks to our Out-
door Learning staff.

This Harvest Festival the school
decided to host a Harvest Supper for their friends and families. The children worked
hard to decorate the hall, making placemats, writing place names and making our large
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school hall look just right for the celebration. But not only did they provide the decora-
tion - every single child also helped provide the Harvest Supper. They prepared and
chopped the vegetables for the vegetable soup, they made some beautiful individual
loaves of bread, and picked the blackberries from the surrounding hedgerows for the
blackberry and apple desert. It was a HUGE success, we had over 70 guests, to which
the children served their Harvest Supper. A considerable amount of money was raised
that evening to help support our school.

By the time you read this, Miserden School will have had their annual Fireworks
and bonfire, the wonderful Christmas Market and the children will be starting to get
excited, enjoying the (long!) Christmas build up! So as strange as it feels to type this
right now in October...from us all at Miserden School, we hope you all enjoy the festive
season!

Claire Coles-Jones

Miserden has its own Morris team

‘Miserden Morris’ is the name of your new local Morris team who meet every
Thursday night in the village hall. The new team was formed in October 2016 as part of
a legacy project by the Gloucestershire Morris Men to form a team of men and women to
preserve and perform the traditional dances of Gloucestershire.

Under the tutelage of Simon Upton they learnt dances from Sherborne and
Oddington and practiced them throughout the winter months. The standard was soon
high enough to consider dancing out in public and this they did during the summer of
2017. At this point they went by the name of Gloucestershire Mixed Morris because of
the close ties with the parent team. Other Morris teams were full of praise for the
standard of dance they have achieved in such a short period of time.

Pre-School
Due to increasing interest in Pre School and Miserden school, we are hoping to restart the Pre
School in the New Year. If you have a child that will be 3 years old in January, PLEASE EMAIL
THE SCHOOL TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST IN PRE-SCHOOL ASAP so that we can arrange
the staffing levels. If you have a child that will be 3 at Easter and you are interested in Pre-school,
please also register your interest at the following email address; admin@miserden.gloucs.sch.uk
or our Miserden Primary School Facebook page to get a feel for what the school can offer.
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Editors Comments
Thank you to all contributors to this issue, I think I just about managed to fit

everything in. I am very grateful to everyone for making the effort; without you there is
no Parish Post! Anyone wishing to contribute an article please contact me or Alan Lord
via the Editor’s email address on the back page.

Special thanks also must also go to all those who have been involved in the White-
way Colony Hall renovations. Over the last few months they have made huge efforts to
replace windows, cladding and the floor (which is just completed). They are now busy
repainting the ceiling. Their is still much to do and I am sure they would welcome any
offers of help.

The Parish Post is available online at https://miserdenpc.org.uk, though not up to
date yet with the most recent issues, it will be soon!
Hugh Shewring

Now, a year on, the personnel have become good friends have bonded together well
and have decided to be more independent from the Gloucestershire Morris Men. Stage 1
was to adopt a new name and Miserden was chosen to reflect that this is where they
practice so this is where they belong. Also to acknowledge that Miserden used to have a
Morris team circa 1911, as shown in the photograph hanging on the wall in the
Carpenters Arms.

Stage 2 is to formalise a uniform costume, the colours adopted are those of the
Gloucestershire flag, green, blue and pale yellow. Look out for this next summer.
This year’s practice session they will add the Gloucestershire traditions of Bledington
and Longborough to their repertoire, being taught by Bob Pierce of Whiteway.

Miserden Morris is determined to be part of the community and will make them-
selves available for any festivity or function within the parish. If anybody would like to
join in, no experience is necessary, they practice in the village hall on Thursdays from
7.30 to 9.30pm. all welcome.

For all enquires contact Steve on 01453 368007 or voodoobluesman@yahoo.co.uk

Poppy Appeal
This years Poppy Appeal raised £1083. 86. I would like to thank all those that supported the 2017
appeal and all those that have worked tirelessly over the years  collecting in the different villages.
Thank you. Judith Savidge
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Sue Spielberg and Richard Sale created their dream home in Whiteway - a truly
‘Grand Design’. This is their story.

Maurica
The creation of a house and garden in Whiteway

Part One by Sue Spielberg
Call it serendipity, as we weren’t necessarily actively looking to make a move from our

family home in Cirencester back in 2011 (our middle and youngest sons still had to finish at
Cirencester College and Kingshill School respectively), but the opportunity to make something of
the overgrown, south-facing plot in the heart of a small rural community proved too hard to
resist.

Friends and family thought we were mad (and perhaps they were right) but both Richard
and I felt ready to vent our creative urges on another house and garden that would keep us busy
and stimulated in the next stage of our lives after our boys had left home. This, coupled with a
recent stay in a 1960s architect-designed holiday home in Scotland, planted the seed of an idea
in our minds. When we chanced upon the half-acre garden in Whiteway with its accompanying
property, that the estate agents, with classic overstatement, described as ‘in need of updating’,

we took the plunge and applied to the Colony for ‘use occupation of the land surrounding
Maurica,’ with the idea of demolishing the old house and building a new one, based on the de-
sign of the Scottish one we had stayed in.

At that stage we still had so many hurdles to jump. How would we fund it? (We actually
took out a second mortgage on our Cirencester home to buy Maurica). Would we get it through
planning? (Amazingly Stroud District Council did not put up any resistance as we were seen to
be consolidating all the disparate outbuildings into one house). Would the Colony accept it since

it was more radical than
most of the other homes
there? (The Colony Meet-
ing voted unanimously in
favour of our plans). But
most importantly of all,
would we enjoy living on
the Colony? (It did take
us a while to get our
heads round this last
point, but from the mo-
ment we met our new
neighbours we realised
that, apart from the ab-
sence of traditional Cots-
wold stone buildings, it

Old Maurica Beginning the process of demolishing the old
house.

A temporary opening was made in the hedge to allow access for large deliv-
ery lorries. A large soakaway was dug in the lowest corner of the plot and
filled with hardcore
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wasn’t so different from any other village - with the exception of the regular monthly meetings
that Colonists are encouraged to attend, but that’s another story...).

Wherever we had lived, we had always valued the friendship of our neighbours, and so far
Whiteway has not proved to be a disappointment. We were also pleasantly surprised at just how
accepting people were of what we were doing to
the plot, which for years hadn’t changed that
much within its bulging evergreen hedges. I
think we were a source of both amusement and
curiosity in those early months as we gradually
unpicked years of growth, hauled out layer upon
layer of wire netting which had subdivided the
plot into separate areas for the various animals
our predecessors had kept, and dismantled,
gave away or burnt the seven outbuildings
which ‘graced’ our garden. For weeks the smell
of bonfire smoke was ever pervasive, but our
long-suffering neighbours took it all with such
good-humoured forbearance.

We tackled things in a very ‘un-Whiteway’
sort of way - uncompromising garden clearance;
spraying all vegetation several times with
glyphosate to eradicate perennial weeds; cutting
the boundary hedges right back to the ground to
regenerate them, and in so doing opening up the
plot for all to see; altering ground levels by removing subsoil and topsoil where it was too high on
one side of the garden, and building it back up by 1.5 metres on the other side where it was too
low. We knew we wanted to create a large wildlife pond as the centrepiece of the garden so the
ground levels had to be right in order for it to sit comfortably within its landscape.

Instrumental in all this was local Whiteway resident Paul Daniel who, using the bucket of
his digger, pushed, pulled and sculpted the soil with all the skill and artistry of a true craftsman.
In addition to this he was constantly jumping down from his machine in order to save hapless
frogs, toads or newts that found themselves in its path. Over the course of two years, and when
our finances allowed, we made real headway with the landscaping at Maurica with Paul on the
digger, Richard on a dumper truck and me on the wheelbarrow (and sometimes with the assist-
ance of our sons when they could be cajoled into helping). Gradually a matrix of garden paths

was established, electric and water points were
installed all round the garden, the foundations of
seating areas were incorporated and a large pond
was excavated and graded. To avoid tracking
across the precious soil with heavy machinery
and spoiling its structure in the process, we
started at the top of the garden and worked our
way out. Although seemingly brutal, tackling the
project this way undoubtedly saved us hours and
hours of back-breaking work later.

We knew what we were doing right from the
start, which helped enormously in our decision-
making and helped us to avoid costly mistakes or
the double-handling of materials when we didn’t
need to. In my job as a garden designer/garden
consultant, I was able to draw up our masterplan
of the garden on the computer, using the topo-
graphical survey which we had had done of the
plot, and overlay it with our proposed design so
that we could visualise the different spaces and
how they would connect together. It also helped

us work out exactly which views we needed to cover with trees or screening shrubs, and also
highlighted the distant views it was important to keep open.

We cut all our hedges to ground level to rejuvenate
them, opening the plot up for all to see in the proc-
ess. Richard, who became adept on the dumper,
builds up subsoil from one part of the garden to
another

One of the many bonfires we had on the plot. The
only part of the old house we kept was the rail-
way carriage roof
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  Looking back at all the photographs we took to document our work, it’s scarcely
possible to recognise it as the same plot. In five years all the hedges have regrown, the borders
are now full and bursting with growth thanks to countless barrow-loads of organic matter, and
the whole effect is one of settled rotundity, the garden having softened into its landscape.

There can’t be many new builds where the garden is laid out before the house

Maurica Part Two by Richard Sale
I’ve always been interested and amazed at threads that run through things that happen in

life. For example, the design for Maurica came via a book I bought on eBay, inside of which was
a picture of an architect-designed house in Fife just north of Edinburgh that was built on the
site of a classical 1830s mansion that had burned down in the early 1960s. Out of interest I
searched for it on the Internet and found it was available as a holiday let… so I booked it. We
had a fantastic holiday and were bowled over by the design and layout, which very much suited
modern living. I remember thinking at the time that if ever I got the chance to build a house, I’d
base it on this one.
 It was via a separate thread that we came across the house at Whiteway. We were looking
at village properties with bigger gardens than our present one, and were finding it hard to find
anything we could afford. It was only when we widened our search that I remembered my father
had mentioned a strange community near The Camp so we decided to take a look and came
across Maurica. Up until then, we had been looking for a ‘doer-upper,’ but it was only when
these two threads came together that it became clear the right thing to do was to build from
scratch.
 What is amazing is how well the design of our house works in Whiteway - being single
storey, timber-framed and built as three main blocks that fit together as one, it has the feel of a
building that might have been added to - reflecting what the early Colonists did to their homes to
accommodate their growing families.
 Despite the basic design being over fifty years old, it stands up really well to modern living
- mostly open-plan but with sliding doors that allow certain spaces such as our bedroom and my
office to be closed down for privacy and quietness. The Scottish house was also considerably
more generous in terms of its floor plan so we had to scale down our design somewhat to fit
within the planning guidelines. However, the main difference between then and now is the mas-
sive development in building technology that allowed us to build such a low energy house today.
The house in Scotland had little or no insulation, its windows were made of single panes of glass
set in sliding aluminium tracks, and it was far from airtight. The only thing keeping that house
warm was the huge oil-fired boiler below the kitchen.
 As we had the luxury of building from new, we decided to design our house to Passivhaus
principles, a German standard whose methodology is based around simple, common-sense ideas
with a focus on investing in the fabric of the building rather than bolt-on technologies. A correct-
ly designed Passivhaus will be very comfortable to live in as there will be no draughts, it will be
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healthy because damp air will be extracted, and it will use vastly less energy than a conventional
house.
 Most of our windows face south (or west) to provide maximum solar gain in the winter but
the overhanging roofs provide essential shading from the hot summer sun, keeping the house
from overheating. The insulation is wrapped in a continuous layer around the building - under
the slab foundation, up the walls and over the roof - and we designed out any ‘thermal bridges’
or areas where building materials penetrate (and transfer heat through) this insulation layer. All
joints in this insulated envelope are then taped to provide an airtight building and minimise the
loss of warm air.
 To keep the indoor air fresh and healthy, we installed a heat recovery ventilation system
known as ‘mechanical ventilation with heat recovery’ (MVHR). This gently extracts stale air from
the wet rooms (bathrooms and kitchen), passes it through a heat exchanger and transfers this
heat to the incoming fresh (and filtered) air which is then slowly introduced back into the living
rooms and bedrooms.
 As we had a design, and because I had studied design at art college, I was able to draw up

the floor plans and elevations for the house myself, which meant we did not need to use an ar-
chitect. Instead we worked with an architectural technician based in Truro who had designed a
new house for a friend of ours near Falmouth. Not only was he knowledgeable about Passivhaus
principles, he was very experienced in the design and construction of low energy buildings. As
well as providing all the necessary construction drawings, he was invaluable in guiding us
through the myriad of design and technical details that go along with building your own home.
 The design stage lasted two years, as we had to wait to sell our house before we could af-
ford the actual build. It did mean however that we could get on with landscaping the garden and
preparing the site, so that time was not wasted. We dismantled both house and garden, and in
true Whiteway fashion recycled or reused wherever we could. Hardcore and rubble were used in
a large soakaway beneath the drive, and as the drainage layer in all the paths and seating areas
as well as beneath our shed and greenhouse foundations; neighbours were offered materials
from the old house and sheds if we had no use for them; copper pipe, lead, aluminium sheets
and iron were sold for scrap; and we also saved the old railway carriage roof struts that made up
part of old Maurica to reuse them in a garden building in the future. Very little actual rubbish
was taken off-site, as little by little the site was transformed and made ready for the new house
to come.
To be continued.

New Maurica, complete with wildlife pond directly in front of the south-facing elevation
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The Food Column

Now that they have been left for a few months in the larder, the cider vinegar, and
especially the marinated artichokes, have proved a great success.  I will definitely make
more of both.

My current focus is the using and storing of the Bramleys.  We inherited the tree,
which we think is over 60 years old.  It is very productive. I used to give a lot away, but
tend to hold onto them now (or feed them to the blackbirds/fieldfares during winter).
Last year, we were still eating the ones I stored into May.  Stewed with a bit of cinnamon,
they are great on top of porridge, or stuffed with a dried fruit mix as a dessert, and
finally put to good use making the vinegar…

If you have trees that you do not pick the fruit from, have you considered contact-
ing Stroud’s Fruit Exchange? The Fruit Exchange connects people who have surplus
fruit and other fresh produce with businesses which are willing to use it. For more info
visit:  www.downtoearthstroud.co.uk/the-fruit-exchange1/

As this issue will be out a few weeks before Christmas, I thought I would add two
of my festive stalwarts.  The first is a Yotam Ottolenghi salad recipe.  It is a great starter
on Christmas Day, but also works well with left overs.  It is a full meal in itself, so great
for vegetarians and vegans.  I usually serve it as a starter before my second recipe, a
game casserole, which I make most festive seasons.  All my recipes are easy to bulk up
the ingredients depending on the number of people.

Recipes
Beetroot, carrot and red cabbage slaw (Serves 4)

1 medium beetroot, peeled and coarsely grated
2 carrots, peeled and coarsely grated
150g red cabbage, very thinly sliced
25g parsley, roughly chopped
15g dill, roughly chopped
60g lightly toasted walnuts, crushed
80g dried apricots, sliced
20g pumpkin seeds, lightly toasted
11/2 tbsp poppy seeds

For the dressing
2 tbsp sherry vinegar
11/2 tbsp maple syrup
90ml olive oil
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tbsp freshly grated ginger
½ tsp salt and black pepper

In a small bowl (or medium jar), whisk the dressing ingredients and set aside.
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Put all the salad ingredients in a large bowl, reserving some of the poppy and pumpkin
seeds and walnuts.  Toss gently so the beetroot doesn’t colour the other ingredients too
much, spoon over the dressing, then scatter the reserved seeds and nuts on top.  Bring
to the table as is (it looks better like this) and toss.

Game Casserole (Serves 6)
A close friend used to go shooting frequently, so always had a surplus of venison,

rabbit and pheasant.  Unfortunately, family & work commitments mean he does not
have the time to spend stalking as he did.  So, calls to anyone out there with game going
spare please get in touch.   In light of this, I now resort to purchasing supermarket
specials of farmed game, and via a good butcher for the wild.  What really makes this
dish, is the bone, so do not use just the supermarket diced casserole packs.  I try to use
a mix of the following: - venison, duck, rabbit, guinea fowl, partridge, pheasant and
pigeon.  The dish is even better the next day.  With any leftovers, I add some herb jelly
and make a pie with shop bought flaky butter pastry.

1kg mixed game – on the bone (chopped into chicken thigh size pieces) and diced
butter
2x200g packs of smoked pancetta (or smoked bacon cut into pieces or bacon lardons)
2 carrots, peeled and sliced
18-21 shallots, peeled and halved
6-8 sprigs of fresh thyme
30g dried porcini mushrooms, re-hydrated as per the instructions
375ml red wine
450ml chicken (or game) stock
Salt & pepper
5-7 tbsp chopped curly leaf parsley

You can cook this either in a heavy pot on the hob, or in the oven.  If the latter,
then pre-heat the oven to 160c.

Melt the butter on a medium heat, in an oven-safe casserole with a lid.  Season
the game well.  Fry the game in batches until well browned on all sides.  As it gets done,
remove to a plate.

Once all the game has been fried and removed, add in the bacon, shallots and
carrots and fry whilst stirring for about 5 minutes.  Add in the thyme, porcini mush-
rooms, wine and stock.  Bring to a simmer and then remove from the heat.
Put the lid on the casserole and pop it into the oven, or if cooking on the hob, turn the
heat down and simmer for about 90 minutes or until cooked and well tender.

Once cooked, remove from the oven and stir in the parsley.
I serve it with mashed potato, carrots, turnips, parsnip and swede, and kale or

cabbage.  It is equally good with rice or polenta fries.  I also add a couple of tbsps of a
sauce that I make called Pontack, which is sort of an elderberry equivalent of Worcester-
shire sauce.
.........................
A tip: Instead of freezing excess runner and French beans, why not salt or ferment them.
Nicky Akehurst
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Lypiatt Park
Sunday September 11th a week after Whiteway Fête and the weather equally as

inclement, husband Mike and I were still determined to visit an event organised by
Stroud Civic Society. It was a heritage open day at Lypiatt Park, Bisley and an opportu-
nity to enjoy a walk in this beautiful, secluded valley and follow a sculpture trail featur-
ing work by Lyn Chadwick. Lypiatt Park was his home from 1958 until his death in
2003. Tickets to this event were free, but only a limited number available, so we were
delighted to secure ours.

After we arrived we were given
a brochure and a map and pointed in
the right direction. With 34 sculp-
tures to find with titles like Beast
Alerted, Black Elektras, Cloaked Fig-
ure and The Watchers we couldn’t
wait to get started and enjoy our
journey of discovery to find the work
of a man held in high esteem in the
world of contemporary World Sculp-
ture.

Born in London 1914, Lyn
Chadwick initially studied architec-
ture, but decided he wanted to make
things. In 1956, at the age of 41, he
won the International Prize for Sculp-
ture at the Venice Biennale and in
1957 began casting in bronze. The
following year he moved to Lypiatt

Park where he became an extremely skilled craftsman in metal. In the 1970s and 1980s
he discovered further solutions to his technical problems. He was invited to Venice in
1988 to create a large piece for that year’s exhibition. Also in the 1980s he employed a
technical workshop manager which enabled him to make massive welded sheet steel

All photos by Marg Hawkes
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sculptures, most notably Palm Beach Airport and Florida. In 2001 Lyn Chadwick became
a Royal Academician.

We both thoroughly enjoyed our afternoon admiring these sculptures created by a
man whose work is so skilfully executed. Surely the wonderful environment in which he
lived and worked must have been a significant influence.

Thanks to Stroud Civic Society for organising the event and Lypiatt Studios Ltd for
allowing us this experience and permitting the Parish Post to use these images.
Marg Hawkes
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Miserden Texels

Miserden Texels have had another very successful year at both shows and sales,
with a lot of interest from Eastern Europe for purchasing breeding sheep.

The weather during lambing and just after was a great help this year.  Even
though it was cold sometimes when was saw the grass turn blue on the top of the hill, it

was dry, and lambs like to be dry.
Further into March and April and the
following months they had the sun on
their backs and grew on well.
 After the first crop of lambs we
abandoned our lambing staff to at-
tend an Agricultural exhibition in
Kiev, Ukraine, where there was tre-
mendous interest in the Texel breed
of sheep.  Being the best carcase
sheep, farmers are keen to use these
rams on their own indigenous ewes to
produce a better quality meat lamb
and we left with substantial orders
once Defra passes the veterinary
protocol.

 We exhibited both Texel and the
smaller Blue Texels at Three Counties

show, with all the white Texels and Blues being placed in the show, culminating in our
Blue shearling ewe Miserden Amber winning her very large class.
 Throughout the summer we have both been judging at shows in England and
Northern Ireland, with Aubrey inspecting the Texels at the major sales in all parts of the
UK during August and September.  While we sell most of the rams direct from the farm,
customers finding this the best way to purchase, we did sell 3 shearling rams very well
at the English National sale at Worcester. More foreign visitors arrived with a very inter-
ested group of 30+ from China.
 September is a time for major sales and two more local shows.  Blue Texels really
excelled winning Breed Championships at both Royal Berkshire and Moreton in Marsh,
where Miserden Amber also went on to win Continental Champion and Reserve Supreme
Interbreed.  This was followed up by a Blue Texel ram lamb, Miserden Blitzen, winning
Male Champion and Supreme Champion at the Society show and sale at Builth Wells
where he sold very well to another
pedigree flock.
 While the white Texel rams are
the ultimate sire for meat lambs, and
can be sampled at the Carpenter’s
Arms in Miserden the Blue Texels have
a wonderful niche role as sires for ewe
lambs and outdoor lambing where
assistance is kept to a minimum.  With
narrow heads and lighter bone they are
much sought after, and are growing in
popularity when the results are seen.
 The flock is now in lamb again
and we look forward to the new arrivals
in February.
Sue Andrews

Blue Texel gimmer

 Blue Texel Ram Lamb Champion
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Whiteway Colony Hall Renovations
In early October Colony Meeting voted to close the hall until the floor had been

replaced, so a few days later the volunteers arrived and with some effort over a couple of
days, removed the old and damaged floor and put it onto the car park in readiness for
Bonfire Night.  We managed to save over half of the ancient joists and over the next few
weeks put them back where they had come from.  The original Colonists fitted them 100
years ago and they were second-hand then!

After days of levelling up the supporting walls, the timbers were re-fitted with
some new chums.  A whole second-hand gym floor had been purchased, which was
stored in the Hall for ten days to acclimatise and it is now in the process of being fitted,
together with new skirting boards and replacement cladding for the back walls.

Allowing a bit of time for re-decoration, the hall should be open for Christmas –
assuming that Father Christmas has heard our pleas (we have been good boys) and is
willing to give us 30 hour days with eight of them in the week for good measure!
Gary Griffiths

Remember, Remember…A Most Dastardly Plot
Over four hundred years on, and we are still commemorating one of the most

infamous, albeit unsuccessful, plots against authority throughout history!  BBC televi-
sion’s gruesome and gory dramatisation Gunpowder in November was timed perfectly
for our 5th. November revels. And it was actually on the day itself, 5th. November conven-
iently falling on a Sunday this year, that Miserden’s Bonfire and Fireworks, organised by
Miserden School, were held. The location was different, but the occasion was as impec-
cably organised and as thrilling as always.    (Cont. on next page)
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PARISH COUNCIL NEWS
In the previous issue of Parish post it was reported that the Parish Council had

commissioned a survey of traffic movements in Wishanger, Miserden and The
Camp. Further analysis of the results of the survey make interesting reading for the
residents of those villages.

Of most concern is traffic numbers, speed of the vehicles and the resulting issue of
safety for users, pedestrians and school children. If you happen to live in Wishanger, it
is a scary thought that the speed limit through that village is currently 60mph, and the
limit of 30mph in Miserden, especially past the Primary School, is considered by many to
be too fast.

The survey shows that most vehicles in both villages are travelling at well under
30 miles per hour but with some individuals travelling considerably faster. The Parish
Council could now justifiably petition for a 20 mph limit to be imposed in both
Wishanger and Miserden. This could only be achieved however with a significant contri-
bution from the local community to the costs involved (mostly legal costs).

In the case of The Camp, average speed of the huge number of vehicles travelling
along Calfway is above the official 30mph limit; to no ones surprise. It is a fact, although
slightly bizarre, that the limit must remain at 30mph and so the focus should
concentrate on alternative measures. Following a meeting between Parish council
representatives and the County Council there will shortly be an inspection of the road
with a view to possibly improving signage and white line markings and could include
some form of physical narrowing of the road at each end of the village.

As for enforcement, the idea of a fixed speed camera is not on the agenda,
although there would seem to be plenty of volunteers who would be willing to help oper-
ate a community led speed advisory operation which the Parish Council could explore.

Do let us know what you think of these proposals. Some residents have already
helpfully contributed to Parish council discussions, and to them I say "Thank You".
Martin Ractliffe, (Chairman)

It was a dry and chilly
evening, but a glorious blaze,
hot dogs and burgers, mulled
wine and assorted other re-
freshments built the atmos-
phere perfectly. The display of
fireworks spectacularly
brought the evening to a fitting
climax. I even walked home
accompanied by a sensational
full moon, almost it seemed a
super moon, to round off the
evening hauntingly.

Fortunately, Miserden’s
plans, unlike those of Guy
Fawkes and his fellow plotters
in 1605, were carried off with
great success. In fact, you
could actually say that the

whole evening went off with a bang! Thanks and congratulations to all of those who
worked so hard in making it an evening to remember.

Alan Lord

Photo by Alan Lord
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MISERDEN VILLAGE HALL

Hire Rates: If you reside within the Parish our Rates are as follows:-
            £9 per hour or £50 per day without the Kitchen facilities.
          £13 per hour or £75 per day using the Kitchen.

      If you reside outside the Parish our Rates are:-
             £12 per hour or £70 per day without the Kitchen facilities.
             £16 per hour or £100 per day using the Kitchen.

   For Availability or to Book the Hall ring Kevin Allen at The Carpenters Arms
              on 01285 821283 between 11.00am and 11.00pm.

Miserden Village Hall – Moving Forward
For several months now the Management Committee of Miserden Village Hall has

been pursuing financial support to enable some major works to be carried out. These
works will enhance the building as a community venue able to attract a variety of hires
and events. Initial plans required investment well in excess of what was likely to be
achieved. However, with some fine tuning the ambition to remove the existing false ceil-
ing, to install new lighting in the main hall area and to redecorate most areas would now
seem to be realistic. So, we are hoping at long last, to undertake the work early in 2018.

Even if I say so myself, the Committee of the Hall works hard to keep the venue
clean, well maintained, used regularly and financially buoyant. In a piece for the Spring
2017 issue of Parish Post the variety of bookings and events at Miserden Village Hall was
highlighted. From completion of the now necessary work to the ceiling and associated
works to the lighting and decorative appearance of the main hall space, it is intended
that the Hall will be able to return to presenting professional events as well as to be in a
position to expand both the number and nature of its hirers. The Hall is an important
facility, and the Committee is determined that it should become even more of a focus
and centre for the whole community living in this beautiful rural Parish.

With exciting times ahead from early next year we are in need of finding new mem-
bers for the Management Committee. To join does not entail a huge commitment of time,
usually a maximum of 6 evening meetings a year. These meetings are fairly informal and
enjoyable. What is required are new ideas, new energy and an interest in building an
even better community for us all to enjoy.
If you are interested then do contact either myself (01285 821829; a.lord@btinternet.com)
or our Chair, Mark Round (01285 821297; millstone@oxfree.com).
Alan Lord,  Treasurer
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YOUR PARISH COUNCILLORS

If you need to contact your Parish council-
lors for any reason please use the following

contact details:

Martin Ractliffe (Chairman)
Spindleholm, Sudgrove, Miserden,GL6 7JD
01285 821322
martinractliffe@btinternet.com

Russ Coles-Jones (Vice Chairman)
Yew Tree Cottage, Wishanger, Miserden,
GL6 7HX
01285 821792
russcolesjones@hotmail.co.uk

Rebecca Cameron (Clerk)
Saxon Cottage, Miserden, GL6 7JA
clerk.miserdenpc@hotmail.co.uk

Stephen Pritchard
4 Bushy Beeches
Honeycombe Lane, The Camp,GL6 6HN
sgpritchard@btinternet.com

Gideon Duberley
Norman Cottage, Miserden,GL6 7JA
01285 821753
gideon.duberley@dsl.pipex.com

Jo Tait
Wayside, Whiteway, GL6 7ER
07515 395627
Jotait1@mac.com

DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this magazine are not
necessarily the views of the Parish Council
except where specifically indicated. The editor
reserves the right to edit or omit material. No
liability is accepted for any loss or damage
arising from any omission of copy or
advertising.

A Friendly, Family Run Service
Gloucester & Severnside Coal Co. Est. 1989

Wide range of top quality fuels
Pre-packed or loose
Competitive prices

INCLUDING STROUD & CHELTENHAM
Tel: 01452 883706
1 Church Lane Moreton Valence, Glos.

Miserden Parish Community
Library

Location – Miserden Village Hall
Opening Times –
Wednesdays 3.00pm to 6.00pm
The library will be closed between
Christmas and the New Year

PARISH COUNCIL MEETINGS
These are held on the 4th Thursday of
each month at 7.30 pm. All members of
the Parish are welcome to attend. Partici-
pation is at the discretion of the Chair-
man.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS
Plans of any applications for property in
this Parish may be viewed  by appointment
with the Parish Clerk.
 Email: clerk.miserdenpc@hotmail.co.uk

 PARISH POST CONTACT
Email:editor.parishpost@hotmail.co.uk
Tel. - 01285 821872 (Hugh) or 821829
(Alan).


